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EV sales are starting
Common strategy: more stored energy / car
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Electric cars save more energy than they daily use 
• Size of the battery goes from 24 to 100 kWh 
• EV consumes 15-20 kWh per 100 km
•Mean Drivers Daily trips/day is 24 km -40 km
–EVs are very flexible resources (to store or deliver 
electricity) if needed = Distributed Storage Services (DSS)
–Arbitrage between private use (house-building) or other 
flexibility  buyers of DSS (Energy markets / grids)
First Goal : To make EV cheaper than ICE…
Who need flexible electricity storage?
Electricity markets
Electricity grids (TSO or DSO)
Buildings
Houses
Each (segment / service) need a specific analysis…
3 main sources
And Up to 16 
services
Rules on the Electricity wholesale market
are for existing technologies
Not for Distributed Storage Services 
Problem… Rules are inadapted
Electricity markets and Evs
For the Utility (TSO-DSO)
Example 1: TSO potential need for EV flexibility is 
large to manage Renewables
BUT
Need regulatory adaptations
TSO and Evs (1)
Problem… Rules are inadapted
TSO and EVs (2)
Same issues Distribution grids
DSS are potential local provision of flexibility
where and when it is needed
But Tariff design issue
EVs and DSO
Regulation for DSS seems to be needed
1. We did not cover all the potential services…
2. But we think that we have evidence for Economics
and technical rules adaptation on a case by case 
Public policy for
1.Standardisation
2. Regulation 
3. DSS definition
Communication 
standards 
• Goal:« Plug and 
play » 
• “Meter war”
• Standards are 
not adopted yet
Data collection and 
usages 
• Who is doing what 
with the data (EV / 
EVSE / Networks / 
OEMs…) ?
• EU to decide data 
protection / use?
Reg : Rooming 
rules for charging
• Local level
• National level
• European Level
• Moving with an EV 
and charge it is an 
IT/ legal/ Economic 
challenge
Reg : Barriers to entry
Most Flex markets are 
today built for large players
Most revenues streams are 
still untapped 
=> Network codes and 
market rules for 
Distributed Storage 
Solutions
Who EVs are going to help?
Energy Markets / grids / Behind the meter uses / 
Electrification of rural areas?
Depends on Regulatory decisions and 
Economic evaluation country / country
1. EV and Energy market: Need to change the rules
2. EV and Transmission grid : Need to change the rules
3. EV and Distribution grid : Need to change the rules
1. Vehicle to buildings = VtoB : Out of regulators scope
2. Vehicle to Home = VtoH : Out of regulators scope
3. Vehicle to Load (electrification) = VtoL: Out of regulators scope
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